The LexisNexis® Electronic Inspection Report provides insurance underwriters with instant access to the public records information they need to evaluate risks presented by life insurance applicants.
LexisNexis® Electronic Inspection Report is a powerful tool for life insurance underwriters, offering:

**Fast access**
Instead of waiting weeks for traditional inspection reports, underwriters can now gain virtually instant access to public records information through the Electronic Inspection Report. LexisNexis Risk Solutions delivers the Electronic Inspection Report in both a system-to-system XML format, as well as through our secure online portal.

**Independent check of personal data**
The Electronic Inspection Report allows you to independently confirm information that the proposed insured submitted on the application; or possibly uncover risk not disclosed on the application. It also provides a holistic view of the proposed insured's public records footprint, providing information such as criminal records history, properties owned, bankruptcies and professional licenses. Public records data can also extend your underwriting reach, particularly for hard-to-reach population segments.

**Cost savings**
The Electronic Inspection Report provides multiple types of public records underwriting data in one streamlined report, eliminating the need to order the data components separately, saving both time and money. Because the Electronic Inspection Report is also available through our secure online portal, carriers can take advantage of streamlined access to a single point of delivery, requiring less dependence on IT support and resources, thus enhancing your organization’s efficiency and the speed of doing business.

The Electronic Inspection Report has direct benefit to underwriters by providing access to data that will:

- Help speed up the underwriting process
- Minimize risk by providing a clearer picture of the proposed insured

**Consumer disclosure**
The Electronic Inspection Report is a consumer report as defined by the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). LexisNexis Risk Solutions provides support for adversely impacted consumers through its Consumer Disclosure Center. Consumers may contact LexisNexis Risk Solutions via phone, mail or at consumerdisclosure.com.

For more information, call 800.869.0751 or email insurance.sales@lexisnexisrisk.com or visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX (LSE: REL/NYSE: RXL), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com and www.relx.com.